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ABSTRACT

A formalism based oft the generator co-ordinate method (GCMl for reactions

is derived to test approximations in the most commonly used methods for cal-

culating the rearrangement amplitudes r. namely the iistorted wave Born

approximation (DWBA), the coupled channel Born approximation (CCBA) and the

coupled reaction channel (CKC).
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Rearrangement collisions are traditionally analysed by the distorted

wave Born approximation (DWBA) or by the coupled channel Born approximation

(CCBA) . Only during recent years, attempts have been made wherein the

coupling of the elastic and rearrangement channels are explicitly treated

through coupled reaction channel (CRC) calculations.

All of these theories make simplifying approximations of a three-body

model consisting of a core, the transferred particle (or cluster) and a light

particle which is detected in the experiment. (In CCBA one allows the core

to have additional degrees of freedom such as "discrete" excited states.)

An additional approximation that is usually inherent in these approaches is

to approximate the problem of antisymmetry of the wave functions due to the

indistinguishability of nucleons. The antisymmetry is taken into account

partially in two different ways; (i) the effect of the antisymmetry on the

normalization factor which keeps account of all equivalent combinations of

particle labels which lead to the "direct" process and (ii) explicit

treatment of a specific exchange considered plausible because of the

manifestly known cluster structure of the nuclei in collision. Usually,
k)

only the core exchange is explicitly considered in this context . Except

in the case of collisions between very light nuclei which have been studied

vithin the framework of the resonating group method (RGM) • , the role of

exchange processes other than core exchange has not been investigated.

In the present work, ve formulate the theory of rearrangement

collisions vithin the framework of the generator co-ordinate method (GCH)

obtaining variational expressions for the amplitudes. We also derive the

expressions for the amplitudes which are the equivalents of CRC, CCBA and

DWBA. In the appendix we present the corresponding equations in the con-

ventional form 3'»2'»1'.

We suggest the reaction He + H •* Li + n as a suitable example

for comparing quantitatively predictions of different approximations.
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II. FORMALISM

We shall consider the reactions

V (2.1)
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where we include elastic, inelastic scattering and rearrangement reactions.

In the general case, we allow the nucleus B to "be formed in its excited

states al=c. The exact scattering vave function satisfies the equation (2.7)

(H-E) ¥. = 0 (2.2)
where

where the suffix i on V denotes the fact that the reaction was initiated

in the A, + B. channel which is referred to as channel 1.

Following JSef.6 we write the trial function in the form

) c * +
/•••. p p
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(2-3)
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where {* } are a set of square integrable functions, "f. and fl are

many-body functions which have the following form in the asymptotic region:

.
(2.8)

(and similarly for i j e t c ) . The expressions(2.7) represent the

variational solution for the K matrix to the first order in Sty.

Instead of solving Eqs.(2.5a) and (S.5b) exactly, one can introduce

various approximations. So one obtains the following hierarchy of

approximations which we illustrate in a two-channel situation. In this case

Eqs.(2.5a) and (2,5b) take the form

where
B;

(2.9a)

%
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B
.», (Rr.i) a r e t h e centre of mass of the nuclei A.(B,).
M *CM j j

The functions F and G are the regular and irregular Coulomh functions,
J J

respectively.

We determine the coefficients C znd K. . from Kohn's variational
P ij

principle

<£*p|H-E|*t> « 0, p = l Mp , (2.5a)

H-El*."^ = 0 , i' = 1 Nc . (2.5b)

The resulting coefficients are then introduced to Kato's relation

v = K -
where v is a constant depending on the normalization. The rasulting

expression is ;

i) Set K.[0' = 0 and solve for

=o
and K

+ | ° ' from™ IL., j.iwiu N equation

p ll p

(2.9a) and the equation (2.°TD) corresponding to i' = 1. We now substitute

these coefficients into the second equation (2.9b) corresponding to i' = 2

to determine K

This is the GC equivalent of the DWBA (GCDWBA).
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ii) A different version of the GCDWBA is obtained if one divides the

set of the square integrable functions into two sets

;.- sV^ r-rv ̂ jH
t

Then ve put K. „ *• 0 and C^ = 0 and solve the corresponding equations for the

coefficients we call C and K . In the next step we solve for CL

t lp 11 F 2p
and K.p from the remaining set of equations

>JPx

where

V"

(2.1Sa)

(2.12b)

(2.13)

The resulting K is

(2.lit)

where the operator A is defined as in Eq.(2.7) except that the sun

2Z2Z g°« *° XI H •
P' P P2 P2

The generalization of the approximations (i) and (ii) to the case of

more than two channels is straightforward; they will be the GC equivalent of

the CCBA.

iii) In order to get the conventional DTOA one must simplify further

the expression (2.10) by neglecting the antisymmetrination between the fragments

in the initial as well as between the fragments in the final state. In the

GC representation one must substitute the wave functions

(2.15)
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with the non-antisymmetrical function

S f cs
(2.16)

The effect of this substitution is that the kernels

{2.IT)

must be replaced by

(a.18)

The calculation of H., is described elsewhere , the calculation of

H, . (sjS1) is described in the next section in. connection with an example

which we propose to use in calculating quantitatively the importance of

exchange effects in rearrangement collisions.

III. DISCUSSION

The formalism presented in this paper treats the rearrangement

process In a fully microscopic way taking cognizance of the total antisymmetry

of the many particle system. The expression for the K matrix depends upon

the matrix elements of the total Hamiltonian between completely antisymmetric

states. In practice, the initial and final states of the system will be

obtained In terms of wave functions of nuclei obtained as eigenstates of the

same Hamiltonian so that a complete consistency is maintained. At the

present moment, such an attempt will be limited to reactions involving light

nuclei.

An example wherein a calculation is feasible in the reaction

He + He -*• Li + n . The structure of all the nuclei in this reaction can

be described reasonably well by a simple two-body interaction In a OC

basis . Even in the case of a reduction of the problem to the conventional

DWBA, the present formalism has the advantage that it defines th>? finite

range form factors in a microscopic self-conslr, tent model wltn internal

wave functions of the nuclei and with the problem of apurioun contre-of-maan

9)motion completely eliminated



The formalism presented yields an expression for the K matrix with

a variational approach. Independent of the way the K is calculated, from

Eqs.(2.5a), (2.5b), (a.10), (2.ill) or the equations following from (iii), one

can use the K&to relation (2.6) to obtain the corresponding first-order

variational value for the K matrix.
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APPENDIX A

Formal derivation of the coupled equations

One can derive the coupled, equations for rearrangement collisions

within GCM as shown belov. Let us consider the specific ease where we treat

only two channels, namely the elastic scattering channel and one rearrangement

channel. The exact scattering wave function is a solution of the equation

(H-E}¥ = 0 , (A.l)

where the suffix 1 on ¥ denotes the fact that the reaction was initiated in

channel 1. We wish to solve Eq.(A.l) subject to the boundary condition that

f asymptotically behaves like a sum of a regular function in channel 1 and

irregular functions in both the elastic and rearrangement channels.

Within the framework of GCM, let us assume the two state ansatz for

V, i.e.

J ds_ f(s. da_ g(sj *£(x,s) (A.2)

where *n o(x,s) is composed of the product of the wave functions of the

colliding nuclei in channels 1 and 2, respectively, and depend upon the

generator co-ordinate a_. The amplitudes f(s_) and g(s_) are to be

determined such that asymptotically 1 behaves like

(A.3)

f(3) and g(s) are solutions of the coupled equations

- o

where the elements H.,(s,s') are defined by
ij

\.ka.)

(A.ltb)

*J> (A.5)

One can directly find numerical solutions for the coupled integral

equations and determine K and K by an inspection of the asymptotic



form T . To obtain the equations corresponding to GCDWEA, one sets g(-t')

eq.ua! to zero in Eq..(A.lta), i.e.

ds1 H^Cs.,31) f[0){s.') = 0 . (A.6a)

Substitute f (_a_') for f(s_') in Eq.-CA.'ib) to obtain the integral equation

da.' H22(s.,s.') g(a_') = - | ds' B21Cs_,s/) f
( 0 )U') - (A.6b)

It is possible to obtain the results of the Kohn variatlonal principle,

if instead of the ansatz, Eq.(A.2) for 1 we had used the form

(A.T)

The resulting coupled equations are exactly the set of equations, Eq.(2.5)

APPENDIX B

Derivation of form factor in DWBA

In order to obtain the conventional DWBA from the completely anti-

symmetric expressions, one must expand the Slater determinants into products

of a Slater determinant by a Laplace expansion. We wish to illustrate this

in a simple case of the reaction

where A^ and B 1 are nuclei comprised of two nucleons each and A,

and B 2 consist ' of three and one nucleon, respectively. Thus the reaction ..'•

represents a simple nuclear stripping or pick up process. The antisymmetric

initial state will be of the form

al a2 a3 (B.I)

where a.̂  are creation operators for single particles in the state i. We can

expand It in terms of ( 2 x 2 ) determinants. In order to obtain a state which

is a product of two nuclei A^ and B. , we must ignore the exchanges

between them. This is accomplished by assuming that we could replace any two

of the operators a., a. hy different operators h , b for the final system
i J 1 j

of the nuclei A 2 and B^. A typical matrix element of the Hamiltonian of

the resulting non-symmetrical system will be of the form

< - r (B.2)

The direct term of DWBA is defined as one where b^'belongs to the set

and (a^.a,,) belongs to the set (aJ,a',a')

expression for the direct matrix element

This finally leads to the

(B.3)

where the factor is the combinational factor a'/tb!(a-b)!].
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